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“Just as you did it to one of the 

least of these who are members 

of my family, you did it to me.”   

(Matthew 25:40)

God is most tangibly present in this world 

where people hunger, thirst, lack adequate 

clothing and shelter, and are sick or 

imprisoned. Christ claims people who  

suffer as family members.

Christ is so present in them that when 

you feed the hungry, care for the sick, 

welcome the stranger – you feed, and  

care for, and welcome Christ.

When you give through OGHS to those  

who suffer from natural disasters, war,  

or systemic poverty, you let them know:  

You are here.
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You are here

Wherever there is need, with your help OGHS is there–bringing the love of Christ

You are here



Spread joy and 
hope even  
farther this year.
You know that the world is full of 

injustices and inequality. Did you also 

know that you can walk the talk to ensure that families far beyond your own front 

door are not alone as they face hunger, poverty and displacement?

In church, we talk about how each child of God is cherished, loved and worthy. Every 

day, though, we see our neighbors near and far struggling to build the bright future 

that they want for their family. You have the capacity to help build the world you 

want to live in and to help these families do the same.

We need you. Each of us can help ensure that more of God’s children have what 

they need to thrive. The challenges facing our world are great, but so is your 

capacity to meet them.

Reach more people in the world with your generous gift to One Great Hour of Sharing.
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